1998 honda valkyrie problems

Please login or register. Home Help Login Register. Member Posts: It is wholly inadequate to the
goverment of any other. I've been through two OEM's, the original and a replacement. Should I
gamble on a third? I didn't drink the "kool aid", I'm reacting to a problem that presented itself.
And its now solved. Extremism in the defence of liberty is no vice. Moderation in the pursuit of
justice is no virtue. USN '' Had the hydrolock at 78, miles, no damage and I did have some
warning that it might be coming. A year or so before the hydrolock the offending carb did a float
stuck overflow. All that being said I put a new stock petcock back in. Once I realised that there
are several things that have to happen to have a hydrolock I felt comfortable going back with a
stock petcock. My personal opinion is a hydrolock is possible without petcock failure but much
more likely to happen with a non functioning petcock. It's easy to do. There are some people
you just can't sneeze around. If you are in room with a lot of them, everybody gets sick. This is
a very large room. I hear what you are saying rodeo. So I guess I'm a real heretic around here!
Probably my worst thought is I don't really have a strong preference of oil or tire brand either!!!
Quote from: rodeo1 on June 11, , AM. Ride fast and take chances Patriot Guard Riders. Well
now you're up to I had 1 quite a few years ago, about 10 or So I installed a Pingle and a filter..
How many Valks have been made, 12K or 16K, or some such number and there have been
maybe a dozen reports of fuel-lock over the years.. So the number is low,but, it does happen,
and when it happens to you it is of some concern.. Its going to be hard to figure out just how
many have had this problem because some Valk owners are not members of this board and
previous board members are now gone.. The problems with these monsters is so low that we
have to talk a lot about the few problems that do arise.. Quote from: Patrick on June 11, , AM. It
appears it is hard to figure out the total number of these critters that were built.. The numbers I
now come up with range from 48, to 52, Thats a lot more than I thought.. I hope these still
become the sought-after classic I think they'll become.. I guess maybe the moral of my story is
to keep a good eye on the condition of your gas tank insides. ANY bike that has a little age on it
is going to need more attention! I figured the issue comes from poor maintenance and care..
Flat6 baby is new to me.. Since I am not a wrench, I took her to the shop today.. She will be seen
by a long-term Goldwing mech in a very busy Honda shop.. I ride all year and most every day..
One of the things I want him to do is check for rust in the tank.. The seller I bought from, went
through the carbs and I am pretty confident they are in top shape These machines need to be
used. I am fortunate that I never winterize On another note, I turn the fuel off every time.. It is
what I learned at the MSF course, so that is good for me.. Quote from: rodeo1 on June 11, , PM.
Member Posts: 88 Porterville Cal. Having had the dreaded hydyolock last year in spring I have
read most all of the posts on the subject. I realize that I am one of the very lucky ones and did
not do any damage. I understand that TWO things must happen to have this problem. If the
carbs or the valve is working proporly you will never know that you have a problem. After 5
hours I had the carbs all cleaned and the valve rebuilt and back together. I did not understand
about the lever alighment and just thought that it was stiff because of the rebuild. Got lucky
again and smelt gas before starting the next day. Valve did not shut off because of the bind it
was in. Let me mention here that if it was not for this fourm and the great and knoledgeble???? I
do have to say that some are alot stronger on there feelings than others but I have to thank you
all that have helped me along the way. I did not want a Pingle because I knew that I would forget
to turn it off and there is One of the two problems back again. Back to the valve long story short
it started seeping from the reveted side. Bought a Pingle and did forget to turn it off. Now have
Pingle,in line filter and Dan Mark electrict shut off hooked into the coil hot wire. Turn off ignition
turns off fule. Not a hard install for alot of piece of mind. Quote from: Tropic traveler on June 11,
, PM. I'm thinking, could the stock petcock be worn out, causing it to fail by constantly turning it
off and on I don't know, it's just a thought. Well fellers, having been the guy that cleaned out
those carb bowls I can assure you there was a lot of rust in those bowls. Also it was not from
sitting a long time either. It now has , I bought it in with 57, miles so the previous owner did not
let it sit around a bunch. I can only attribute the rust in the tank to good old Florida humidity. My
Valk was in great condition when I got it so I'm sure that it was not kept outside. The rust in the
tank was the very fine variety. I value my first hand knowledge in this situation more than
observations made from a pic. I am pretty sure G-man had it and also DalaiLama recently had it I
had a petcock failure at Inzane the last time it was in Johnson City. My tank is always full when I
park the bike and I never turn off the fuel petcock, ever. I do run Seafoam thru once a year or so
and MMO a few ounces every month during riding season. Bought the danmarc electric shut off
maybe 4 years ago but havent put it in yet. Try posting this thread on some of the regional
boards, not everyone goes in the sandbox. Member Posts: 4. At 92, miles I had the vacuum shut
off go bad and the middle carb on the left side float valve must have stuck and filled the cylinder
with fuel. As soon as I hit the starter button I knew it didn't sound right. So luckily no damage.
Repaired the petcock with a rebuild kit from Honda. I never shut the fuel off. I ran some seafoam

through it and never have had the problem again. Using the seafoam on a more regular basis
now. Rodeo1, my '97 Tourer which I bought new March of '97 hasn't been quite as perfect as
yours has been, but close. I do use Chemtool B12 approx. I've used all of the best oils over the
years and to be honest, I've never been able to actually tell any difference in sound or
performance. Now-a-days I change the oil and filter, then at approx. Member Posts: Wish I was
out riding Watertown CT. Just finished putting the motor back in a Valk that I purchased from a
friend that hydrolocked and broke the idler gear and case today. When putting a Pingel on the
tank I had to drain the gas first. I put the tank on my bench, connected a hose to the output and
turned the stock valve on and a complete line full of gas steadily ran out of the tank with no
vacuum applied. The stock petcock did fail. The right side exhaust had about a pint of gas in it
and it looked like 1 and 5 cylinders had fuel in it. When I dissembled the carbs they did not
appear to have any crap in them and the float needles looked fine with no deformation or
anything else. It went back together this afternoon and fired right up. That was a nice feeling! I
put a Pingle on that and have had no problems since and just turned K on it on Friday. All the
things that have gone wrong with my '97 Valk have been things that IF I had checked on them as
part of routine maint. As it was I bought it at 57K in great outward looking condition then
proceded to ride the crap out of it. Never abused it but didn't look into things like the driveshaft
splines or check for rust in the fuel system. Gonna replace the wheel bearings just 'cause
they're cheap! The Valk is the best! Member Posts: 1. I had an issue with hydrolock on my '99
Tourer; which never should have happened. Part of the install they did was to add a fuel pump
that has two checks in it to prevent head pressure from the tank from pushing through to the
carbs. BTW- the belly tank modification alters the petcock so that it will no longer shut off fuel,
but it still allows the use of the reserve. I love that belly tank! It was absolutely all of my fault
that the thing hydrolocked. I left fuel in the tank without putting an additive in over winter. I
barely had the chance to ride last year because of famliy emergencies stacking up. It was a bad
combination. Apparently, none of his customers had ever had the issue. I pulled the spark plugs
to pump the fuel out of the cylinders and put them back and fired it up with a little bit of
Seafoam in the tank. Fellas, that stuff is magic. I ran the bike for only about ten minutes at an
idle and then shut it off until the next day. I pulled the plugs again and there was no more
hydrolock. That was about miles ago and its never been an issue since. I ended up running a
full can of Seafoam through the tank over the course of a couple of fill-ups. The bike runs like a
scalded cat again. I was so impressed that I ended up dumping it into every gas tank I own. I
must be lucky; I also had the splines strip off of my drive shaft when I was in Bug-spit, Idaho
about three years ago. Fortunately, my vacation was over and I was heading home so it was
only an inconvenience. One of the saddest things I've ever seen is my Valkyrie strapped onto
the back of a towtruck and getting passed by a Harley. It's supposed to be the other way
around, isn't it? It always has been. I like that. In cases that he is aware of, he says it usually
happens to bikes that sit. I like that too; I ride every day, unless I am traveling on business. Of
course I live in the south and it is easier to ride year 'round for sure, but it does get down to the
20s - I am still riding. Certainly there may be cases that an "active" bike locks up, but I hope this
is an anomaly. Our Babies were born to run. I think a fuel-lock can happen at any time.. Mine
happened near the end of the riding season when I pulled the bike into the garage for a quick
cleaning after a fairly long ride.. The fuel valve was shut off.. I Pulled all the sparklers and gave
the button a push and promptly sprayed fuel across the shop.. I Immediately ordered a Pingle
and installed a filter and have not looked back, nor, have had another problem.. I still take my
precautions whenever I try to start it though.. Just my thoughts, doesn't mean much..
Huummm,, oil.. That must have been it.. I think at that time I was using Mobil 1,, had to have
been the cause.. Member Posts: 39 Houston. Add me to the hydrolock list. Noticed that the
petcock leaked gas out the weep holes when I had it all apart. Replaced it with a Pingel. Wow my
first post and all. I bought a 99 Valk Interstate 3 months ago, 37, miles on it and tons of
aftermarket parts, I was in love at first sight. Started having problems right away with fuel
smells in the garage so I ordered a rebuild kit for the petcock after lurking on this forum. I'm
looking for parts so anyone that knows of a used parts house that carries the gears and rear
case please let me know. I paid top dollar for this beast and love it but cant afford to have the
Honda dealer fix her, they said they would help with parts and labor, they left the bowls on the
carbs full last winter in their shop and I'm sure that had something to do with this mess.
Valkyrie Riders Cruiser Club. February 23, , AM. Welcome, Guest. Silver Springs, Florida.
Lonerbtw Member Posts: 88 Porterville Cal. Bone Member Posts: Bill S Member Posts: 4. Earl in
Pensacola Member Posts: KTGrinnell Member Posts: 1. Theme by Crip. Powered by SMF 1.
Because these pages may move to other servers from time to time, we have put this information
on our server for all to view. If you are the original author, and you have a problem with that,
please contact the Support Staff and we will update or remove this page. Known Valkyrie

Problems. Various problems have been discussed on the Valkyrie boards concerning a few
shortcomings with the Valkyrie. Listed below are some of the problems that have been brought
up over the last few years. This information was gathered from owner comments. They are not
necessarily something that WILL happen to you, but rather something to keep an eye out for.
On the Valkyrie, the rear turn signals can become loose and actually sag. They provided 8
individual parts for the change and it was not too difficult to complete. There is no title or recall
number on the document. On some bikes, the lower rear fender portion that is holding the
taillight and license plate, buckles about halfway up from the bottom of the fender. You will see
the fender bulge on either side. If you flex the fender up and down you will see the bulge get
larger and smaller. The only fix is to have a Honda Dealer replace it under warranty. The
Valkyries have smaller front wheel bearings and races than subsequent years. Possible
indications of bearings deteriorating are clunking in front end when hitting bumps, brakes
dragging, grinding noise or lateral movement in wheel. These bearings are sealed and can not
be repacked. This problem was noticed at about 25K, but could vary greatly depending on the
quality of the bearing, and the amount of grease originally installed by the supplier. The bearing
size for the rear is the same for all years. Failures for the rear have occurred as well. The
possibility exists that a poor grade bearing has been supplied to Honda or that the bearings
have not been properly lubricated by the supplier. The fix is the same as for the front bearings.
Carry Spares. It has been reported that when draining the drive oil, it was extremely dirty and of
a very low output volume. The shop manual recommends changing this fluid at 24K. I would
suggest changing the final drive oil at the first oil change and replace with a high quality fully
synthetic oil. The final drive unit will run much cooler than when using regular oil. If the oil was
extremely dirty, change it when you do your next engine oil change. Change it every other oil
change thereafter. There have been instances of final drive spline failure due to no lubrication
from the factory, and failure of the Dealer to lubricate the splines during tire replacement. If you
hear strange sounds coming from the final drive, either check for proper lubrication or have
your Dealer inspect it. When disassembled, the splines should be thoroughly cleaned and Molly
60 paste applied to all parts recommended by the shop manual. Anytime you are the rear tire
replaced, if possible, watch the procedure to insure this is accomplished. Just because
Management insists that it will be done, does not insure that it will be done! You have power but
starter switch produces no results. Kill switch is in correct position, bike is in neutral etc. This
switch can stick in the "kill the headlight" position and will not activate the starter. Not a great
fix, but at least it may get you to the dealer. All fuses check out, battery has juice. There have
been many instances of the battery ground cable to the frame not making good contact either
due to paint on the frame or the bolt not being properly seated. There are several possible fixes
for this. Remove the bolt and insure that the threads are clean. Reinstall the bolt to see if it is
going all the way in. Also clean the surface to insure a good contact with the ground cable.
There have been many reports of the Dunlop tires delaminating. This is a bubble on the in side
of the tire or a chunk of tread coming off or a slight thumping vibration caused by the less
severe swelling on the tread side. If this happens, slow down, get the bike to a Dealer and have
them contact Honda for warranty service. Honda and Dunlop ARE aware of this problem. This
problem was with original equipment tires on 97s and 98s only and is not a problem on current
production tires from Dunlop. This is common on the flat 6 engine due to the straight cut gears
in the transmission. It is one of the things we have to endure to ride the best motorcycle in the
world. These tanks crack frequently where the lower hose connects to the lower connection on
the tank. Honda has been replacing them under warranty. Some switches have failed to cut off
the fuel supply while in the ON position, with the engine off. This is due to the diaphragm in the
petcock failing, resulting in the cylinders filling up with gas. This can cause the starter idler gear
to break. Does your garage smell like gas? It could be the gas cap. Honda has replaced caps
with this condition under warranty. This is normal as the center of the tire flattens out. It creates
a ridge where the flat spot transitions to the side of the tire. Some brands make more noise than
others. There is a bolt that is directly behind the bolt that your horn is mounted to that reaches
to the other side of the engine. Have someone hold the nut on the other side of the engine and
really crank her down until it squeals. It is a high grade bolt and will take a lot of torque. The
radiator chrome side covers can also rattle. If they are loose, bring the engine to operating
temperature and use a putty knife to remove the reflectors from the covers. Use the allen
wrench from your tool kit, tighten, and stick your reflectors back on. These nuts use
compression type washers and need to be tightened several times before they are fully
compressed. DO NOT use lock tight on these nuts. The torque is 7 ft pounds, so don't over
tighten. You can check them during oil changes. Check these bolts occasionally; many have not
been tightened properly. The correction is to cut out as far back as practical and splice in
another length of tube. Take a look under the bike and there is a big casting holding the prop

stand kickstand. It is bolted to a frame cross member. If you are jumping curbs, the casting may
be fine, but when it gets hit, it can twist and bend the frame member. This information came
from Stephen Hyde. If you have something to add to this list or have an update to one of the
topics, send a note to the Support Staff. The Honda Valkrie motorcycle trumped other cruisers
of the s, not an easy feat when contemporary rivals were steadily growing in displacement and
sophistication. Japanese manufacturers were rushing rushed to bring out cruiser models in the
s. Honda, however, was already in the thick of things with its V-twin Shadows. But unlike the
typical V-twins and occasional V-four engines, the Honda Valkrie motorcycle was powered by
the flat six used in Honda's big Gold Wing tourer. Displacing cc, it sported individual carbs for
each cylinder. Since it lacked the extensive bodywork of the Gold Wing, the gleaming
chrome-plated engine took center stage on this seven-foot-long motorcycle. Like the Gold Wing,
th
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e Honda Valkrie motorcycle had shaft drive, and its triple disc brakes provided plenty of
stopping power. The six-cylinder engine was much smoother in operation than competing
V-twins, and though that feature veered the Honda Valkrie motorcycle away from traditional
cruiser styling, it could outpower anything in its class. Drawing on the big, powerful,
smooth-running flat-six from Honda's Gold Wing tourer, the Honda Valkyrie motorcycle pulled
ahead of competing cruisers of the day. The Valkyrie's defining characteristic was its
chrome-plated, smooth-as-silk Honda flat-six. See more motorcycle pictures. The
seven-foot-long motorcycle delivered a smooth, stable ride with power to spare. On the Gold
Wing, the flat six was hidden by bodywork. On the Valkyrie it was exposed in all its chromed
glory. Forks, handlebars, bullet-shaped instruments, and headlight were slathered in chrome.
Unlike rival models, the Honda Valkyrie's instruments were mounted above the headlight.
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